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Office Memorandum

 
Sub.: Verification of records and pre-appointment formalities of
the candidates nominated by Staff Selection Commission (SSC)
for appointment as Junior Statistical Officer (JSO) of Subordinate
Statistical Service (SSS) selected through Combined Graduate
Level Examination (CGLE) -2021-reg.
 
          Vide this Ministry’s OM of even no. dated 27.04.2023, the
candidates recommended for the post of Junior Statistical Officer by
the SSC through CGLE-2021 were called upon for document
verification and pre-appointment formalities. As the candidates
mentioned in the enclosed list (Annex-I) have not appeared for
document verification and pre-appointment formalities, last and final
opportunity is hereby being granted for attending the document
verification and pre-appointment formalities. The candidates as per
enclosed list are hereby directed to appear for document verification
and pre-appointment formalities on 07.06.2023 during working
hours along with all the requisite documents and records as
mentioned in Annex-II at the venue stated below:
 
          Room No.321,
          3rd Floor, SSS Division,
          M/o Statistics & PI,
          Khurshid Lal Bhawan, Janpath Lane,
          New Delhi-110001.
 
2.      Further, in case the candidate is unwilling to join the post, the
same shall also be intimated through email on neha.sharma49@nic.in
and speed post. Any request for change of date and venue above
shall not be entertained by the Ministry. In case no communication
is received, it will be presumed that you are not interested in the
appointment and the candidature would be liable to be cancelled
without giving any further notice.
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S.No. Roll No. Rank Name of the Candidate

1 2201078818 SL\II\0007 SHESH NARAYAN PANDEY

2 2409001841 SL\II\0009 TARUN SHARMA
3 6005102891 SL\II\0015 GARIMA GAUTAM

4 2201091148 SL\II\0016 JAGBIR SINGH GODARA

5 4410045388 SL\II\0020 BUDHADITYA ROY
6 4410007570 SL\II\0023 SUBHRA GHOSH
7 2201027669 SL\II\0027 RISHABH
8 2404003714 SL\II\0040 VIKAS KUMAR
9 2405025491 SL\II\0042 SITARAM MEENA

10 3003006111 SL\II\0047 DIWAKER SINGH KUSHWAHA

11 4410032936 SL\II\0050 SUPRIYO SARKAR
12 9213001558 SL\II\0053 KOSHY THOMAS
13 2201097525 SL\II\0057 ANKUSH
14 2201013297 SL\II\0075 RAVI SAHRAWAT
15 2411010915 SL\II\0090 ASHOK

16 2405039294 SL\II\0107 AJAY KUMAR MEENA

Encl: As above.
 
 

(Neha Sharma)
Sr. Statistical Officer

To: Candidates as per list enclosed.
 
 

Annex-I
 

List of Candidates selected given second opportunity for Verification
of records and pre-appointment formalities for appointment as Junior
Statistical Officer (JSO) of Subordinate Statistical Service (SSS)
selected through Combined Graduate Level Examination (CGLE) -
2021:
 

 *-*-*
 

 

Annex-II
The Candidates are requested to bring the following filled in
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documents, enclosed herewith, as per given annexed instructions
(same are also available on the website of this Ministry under Home»
Employee Corner » Subordinate Statistical Service »
Recruitment through CGLE »Pre-Recruitment Related Orders
and Sheets for CGLE-2021:

i. Annexure A: Willingness letter (one copy only)
ii. Annexure B: Duly filled in Attestation-Form. The candidates are

required to fill three copies in original/ ink with recent passport
size colour photograph affixed on each copy and put their
signature on the photographs (three copies)

iii. Duly filled in Annexure -I.
iv. Annexure-II: Undertaking from candidates belonging to non-

creamy layer category of OBC/ EWS.
v. Three recent passport size color photographs.
vi. Medical Certificate issued by the Chief Medical Officer/ Chief

Medical Surgeon of Concerned district in prescribed Performa.
Candidates residing Delhi shall obtain Medical Certificate from
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital (form enclosed).
Note: However, if the candidate is already in Government
service, instead of obtaining a fresh medical report, they may
produce this letter to their Controlling Authority to enable them
to forward an attested copy of their medical examination report
obtained at the time of the appointment, to the undersigned. The
candidates must ensure that the said medical examination
report furnished to the previous employer should have been
issued by Civil Surgeon/Chief Medical Officer or equivalent.

vii. Candidates belonging to Delhi, i.e., having present/ permanent/
both addresses of Delhi/ ‘resided in Delhi during the last 5 years’
shall bring photo identity proof and residential address proof of
Delhi

Note: Fill all the forms in Block/ Capital Letters (except signatures).
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